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The Saint Vincent Ferrer Polyptych, which still hangs in 
its original location in the church of San Zanipolo 
(the contraction of Santi Giovanni e Paolo in 
Venetian dialect), is rightly considered one of the 
greatest masterpieces of the Venetian Renaissance 
(figs. 1 & 2). However, its attribution to Giovanni 
Bellini is still questioned in some quarters, and a 
precise dating has yet to be established.1 Taking into 
consideration a previously unnoticed early reference 
to Bellini’s authorship of the altarpiece, this essay will 
offer a reassessment of the work’s chronology through 
an analysis of the documentary evidence and the 
visual impact of the work on contemporary artists in 
Venice. The earlier dating of the Saint Vincent Ferrer 
Polyptych accepted here necessitates a reconsideration 
of the Bellini’s early career and a relative shift in the 
current prevailing view of his artistic evolution.

The great altarpiece stands in its original location 
in the second altar on the right, enclosed in a 
monumental stone frame which was executed in 
1523. An additional wooden frame, dominated by a 
Rococo shield, was added when the uppermost panel, 
depicting God the Father, was removed in 1777.2 
The remaining top register is composed of three 
nearly squared panels: on the left is the spectacularly 
beautiful Angel of the Annunciation (fig. 3), in the middle 
the Dead Christ Supported by Angels, and on the right 
the Virgin Annunciate, with the figures in Annunciation 
slightly larger in scale than the others. In the central 
register are three full length figures of saints in 
vertical panels: Saint Christopher, Saint Vincent Ferrer, 
and Saint Sebastian, whose naked body is illuminated 

from the right by a strong wintry light. The predella 
(which appears to consist of three distinct panels, but 
is actually painted on a single long wooden support) 
includes the miracles of Saint Vincent Ferrer.3 These 
scenes neatly harmonize with the figures of saints in 
the panels above: on the left, below Saint Christopher 
– whose feet are immersed in water – there is an 
aquatic scene; at the centre, directly below Saint 
Vincent Ferrer, the saint is shown preaching; on 
the right below Saint Sebastian, the miracle of the 
Dominican saint freeing a youth who had been tied 
to a tree alludes to the fate of the saint depicted above 
(figs. 4-6). The superb quality of these predella scenes 
as well as their close dialogue with the principal 
panels leads the present author to accept them as fully 
autograph.4

As is well known, the earliest description of the 
altarpiece in print appears in Francesco Sansovino’s 
1581 Venetia citta nobilissima, where the author writes 
that Giovanni Bellini painted two altarpieces in 
San Zanipolo: the palla di San Tomaso (the Saint 
Thomas Altarpiece), famously lost in 1867 when fire 
broke out in the Cappella del Rosario where it was 
temporarily stored; and “the other one, showing 
Saint Vincent, Saint Roch and Saint Sebastian,” 
with Sansovino evidently mistaking Saint 
Christopher for Saint Roch.5 Subsequent writers, 
including Ridolfi, Boschini, Zanetti, Cavalcaselle, 
and Berenson, attributed the Saint Vincent Ferrer 
Polyptych to other artists. After Sansovino only 
Roberto Longhi, in 1914, attributed it to Bellini in a 
ground-breaking essay.6 

ANTON IO MAZZOTTA

Reflections on the date and impact of  Giovanni 
Bellini’s Saint Vincent Ferrer Polyptych

Fig. 1 / Giovanni Bellini, 

Saint Vincent Ferrer 

Polyptych, ca. 1464, 

panel, Venice, Santi 

Giovanni e Paolo.

For Jennifer Fletcher
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Fig. 2 / Giovanni Bellini, Saint Vincent Ferrer 

Polyptych, ca. 1464, panel, Venice, Santi  

Giovanni e Paolo. 

Fig. 3 / Giovanni Bellini, Angel of the Annunciation, 

Saint Vincent Ferrer Polyptych, ca. 1464, panel, 

Venice, Santi Giovanni e Paolo. 
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It has not previously been observed that another 
important, early mention of  the altarpiece occurs in 
Pietro Antonio Pacifico’s Cronica Veneta, first published 
in 1697 and then again in 1736; this – following 
Sansovino’s description of  the church – states that, 
on entering, “on the right-hand side there is the 
Saint Thomas altarpiece by Giovanni Bellini, and 
then the one of  Saint Vincent, by the same author.”7 
Pacifico’s work – like Sansovino’s – was intended as 
a guide to the city, and in some respects should be 
considered a more accurate reflection of  what must 
have been common knowledge in the monastery 
than the accounts of  critical writers. However, in 
order to accept the attribution of  the polyptych to 
Giovanni Bellini it is necessary first to establish a clear 
understanding of  the work’s chronology. 

The documents about the altar published by Gino 
Fogolari in 1932 have often been considered unreliable, 
most of  them being no longer traceable.8 However, 
given the fact that they are the only documents that 
have to date been directly linked to the execution, it is 
worth looking at them again, together with the existing 
archival evidence from the papers of  the “Scuola di San 
Vicenzo Ferrer.” 

The mariegola or statute book for the Principio della 
Scuola di S. Vincenzo (foundation of the Scuola of 
Saint Vincent) is dated 1450, five years prior to the 
canonization of the Valencian saint (1455), and eight 
years before the Council of Ten granted permission 
for the Scuola to erect a building (1458). Chapter 
sixteen of the statutes states that the newly elected 
guardiano of the Scuola should take over the post from 
his predecessor before the altar of Saint Vincent 
Ferrer, with the Cross in his hand (la Croce in man), 
a passage that has created some misunderstanding 
in the past, as it was interpreted to indicate to the 
existence of a wooden statue of the saint with a cross 
in his hand.9 Nevertheless, this statute makes it clear 
that the Scuola already had plans for an altar at this 

stage. That construction of this commenced a few 
years later is suggested by one of the lost documents 
published by Fogolari, recording a payment for wood 
for the altar of San Vincenzo Ferrer (lignamine pro dicti 
altaris) in a book of expenses bearing the date 1453.10 

A note in Rocco Curti’s eighteenth-century Cronaca 
– an important manuscript largely based on now lost 
documents relating to the monastery – corroborates 
the initial stage of construction of the altar recorded 
in the above-mentioned 1453 document: this reads 
“1454. In our church the altar dedicated to Saint 
Vincent Ferrer was built.”11 However, Curti continues 
with the following annotation: “while in the book of 
expenses we have this receipt: note of what I, friar 
Alricus de Argentina, received from father Joanne de 
Muriano for the works of the altar of Saint Vincent.”12 
Although this receipt has been interpreted to relate 
to the 1454 construction of the altarpiece, recorded 
above it, Curti’s phrasing can be interpreted in 
another way.13 Fogolari subsequently transcribed the 
same excerpt from the book of receipts, but included 
the date of the document: “another document records 
that in the Book of the Sacristy of 1464 on 6 January 
one finds the following note of receipt: ‘note of what 
I, Alricus de Argentina, received from Father Prior 
Magister Joanne de Muriano for the works of the 
altar of Sant Vincent’.”14 

Thanks to Fogolari’s more complete transcription 
of  this now untraced document, there is record of 
payment for further (although unspecified) work on the 
altar in 1464, though the date is probably recorded in 
more veneto, and therefore should be interpreted as 1465. 
Historically this lost document was taken as evidence 
for dating the altarpiece to the mid-1460s. More 
recently, however, since the document does not actually 
refer to any specific work and is no longer traceable, 
scholars have doubted this chronology, preferring a date 
closer to 1470, with Fogolari’s documents regarded in 
some ways as archival “fake news”.

Fig. 4. / Giovanni Bellini, 

Miracle of the Drowned 

Girl and Miracle of the 

Girl Buried Beneath the 

Rubble, Saint Vincent 

Ferrer Polyptych, ca. 

1464, panel, Venice, Santi 

Giovanni e Paolo.

Fig. 5 / Giovanni Bellini, 

Miracle of the Preaching 

to the Sinful Couple, Saint 

Vincent Ferrer Polyptych, 

ca. 1464, panel, Venice, 

Santi Giovanni e Paolo.

Fig. 6 / Giovanni Bellini, 

Miracle of the Baby in the 

Fire and Miracle of the 

Tied Young Man, Saint 

Vincent Ferrer Polyptych, 

ca. 1464, panel, Venice, 

Santi Giovanni e Paolo.
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Fig. 7 / Giovanni Bellini, Saint 

Christopher (detail), Saint 

Vincent Ferrer Polyptych, ca. 

1464, panel, Venice, Santi 

Giovanni e Paolo.

Fig. 8 / Gentile Bellini, Saint 

Francis Receiving the Stigmata 

(detail), ca. 1464-1465, Venice, 

Saint Mark's Basilica, San 

Teodoro chapel .

Fig. 9 / Gentile Bellini, Penitent 

Saint Jerome (detail), ca. 1464-

1465, canvas, Venice, Saint 

Mark's Basilica, San Teodoro 

chapel.

An attempt to verify the reliability of  this lost document 
reveals that it could in fact coincide with the
execution of  Bellini’s altar.

First of  all, it is important to try to identify the two 
friars mentioned in the document. Nothing else is 
known about “Alricus”, or “Olricus” (or Ulricus) “de 
Argentina”, which refers to Argentoratum, the ancient 
name of  Strasbourg (known for its silver mines).15 
“Joanne de Muriano” (Giovanni from Murano), on 
the other hand, can be traced, as he participated in 
the chapter of  the monastery that took place on 23 
September 1443, where he was already named as “Friar 
Joannes de Muriano vice-prior”.16 Moreover, according 
to Flaminio Corner’s Ecclesiae Venetae (1749), “Joannes 
de Muriano” was Prior of  the monastery in 1455 and 
again in 1464, the latter date coinciding perfectly with 
the date of  the lost document in which he is called 
“Priore”.17 This coincidence should lend greater weight 
to the evidence recorded by Fogolari and Curti, even if 
there is no precise reference to the exact nature of  the 
work that was done on the altar.

Support for dating Bellini’s work to around 1464 
has sometimes been sought in the choice of lateral 
Saints, as the presence of Saint Christopher has 
been linked to Cristoforo Moro, who was elected 
Doge in May 1462, while Saint Sebastian has been 
viewed as an ex voto for the devastating plague that 
occurred in Venice in the summer of 1464.18 More 
conclusive evidence for a dating around 1464, 
however, can be found in the apparent influence of 
Bellini’s groundbreaking altarpiece in the Venetian 
artistic scene in the period immediately after this. 
For instance, there are clear reflections of Giovanni 
Bellini’s altarpiece in the work of his brother Gentile, 
in particular in the signed organ shutters, painted 
for the organ on the right-hand side of the choir in 
the Basilica of Saint Mark; today kept in the church 
of San Teodoro, attached to the sacristy of the 
Basilica, these depict on the exterior Saint Mark and 

Saint Theodore, and on the interior the Penitent Saint 
Jerome and Saint Francis Receiving the Stigmata. The 
wonderfully accomplished foreshortening and raking 
lighting of the head of Giovanni’s Saint Christopher 
is evoked very closely in the head of Gentile’s Saint 
Francis. Although the result is clumsy, the work 
seems to demonstrate a clear attempt by the artist to 
update his style in line with that of his brother (figs. 
8 & 9). Another striking comparison is provided by 
Gentile’s insistent depiction of veins, especially in the 
Saint Jerome, although the latter’s flesh appears dry 
and lifeless in comparison with the lively, muscular, 
veined arms of Giovanni’s Saint Christopher (fig. 7).

For the last sixty years, Gentile Bellini’s organ 
shutters have generally been dated to 1464 because 
in this year Bernardo d’Alemagna, the most famous 
organ maker of the period in northern Italy, was 
believed to have built the Basilica’s organ. Massimo 
Bisson, however, has recently demonstrated that 
there is absolutely no documentary evidence related 
to the construction of the organ, and the attribution 
to Bernardo is speculative; the dating of the whole 
complex has been based simply on Cavalcaselle’s 
opinion that the shutters closely preceded Gentile 
Bellini’s Beato Giustiniani, signed and dated 1465, and 
now in Venice, Gallerie dell’Accademia.19 The organ 
shutters should be considered works of the mid-1460s, 
and, as Cavalcaselle recorded, they are extremely 
close to the Beato Giustiniani (whose hand, for instance, 
also reveals identical artificial and exaggerated veins). 
In both cases, the stylistic dependence on Giovanni’s 
Saint Vincent Ferrer Polyptych can be viewed as proof that 
this already existed.

Further visual evidence of the impact of Giovanni 
Bellini’s innovations in the Saint Vincent Ferrer Polyptych 
can be found in the work of Antonio Vivarini, 
particularly in his Pesaro Polyptych, today in the 
Pinacoteca Vaticana, but originally in the church of 
the confraternity of Saint Anthony in Pesaro.20  
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This polyptych is signed and, more importantly 
for the present argument, dated 1464. Although 
Antonio never abandons his old-fashioned, almost 
Masolinesque manner in his treatment of Saint 
Christopher (fig. 11), there seem to be reflections in it 
of Bellini’s depiction of the same saint. For example, 
the technique of overpainting the saint’s feet with 
glazes of tempera to simulate the river and the arched 
river bank in the background, as well as the attempt to 
foreshorten the tilted head of the saint, the structure 
of the red lake drapery, and the raised right arm, 
all seem to derive from Bellini’s altarpiece.21 The 
visual impact of Bellini’s Saint Christopher on Vivarini 
becomes even clearer if we compare it with two earlier 
Saint Christophers from the Vivarini workshop: one is 
part of the Arbe Polyptych, signed jointly by Antonio 
and Bartolomeo Vivarini and dated 1458 (fig. 10); 
the other forms part of the Rutigliano Polyptych, a 
workshop production usually dated to about 1461-
1462.22 In both earlier depictions of the saint (the 
latter based on a very similar cartoon to the one in 
Pesaro), the depiction of water is unconvincing and 
not rendered pictorially: there is no sign of Bellini’s 
innovative ideas about the representation of water and 
Saint Christopher in general, which can be detected 
in the 1464 Saint Christopher from Pesaro.23 

Giovanni Bellini’s execution around 1464 of such a 
mature and accomplished work as the Saint Vincent 
Ferrer Polyptych – revealing the artist to have moved 
beyond the influences of his father, Jacopo, and his 
brother-in-law, Mantegna – can be accepted only 
in light of a career starting in the early 1450s.24 By 
contrast, placed in the context of a career starting 
around 1460, a view that is today very popular, the 
attribution and dating of the work just a few years later 
would understandably raise doubts. It is unfortunate 
that the Saint Jerome cycle, painted by Bellini in 1464 
for the Scuola di San Gerolamo in Cannaregio, has 
been lost as this would have provided a securely dated 
work on which to base stylistic comparisons.25

Fig. 10 / Antonio and 

Bartolomeo Vivarini, Saint 

Christopher, Arbe Polyptych, 

signed 1458, panel, Arbe, 

Monastery of Saint Eufemia, 

Church of Saint Bernardino.

Fig. 11 / Antonio Vivarini, 

Saint Christopher, Pesaro 

Polyptych, signed 1464, panel, 

Rome, Pinacoteca Vaticana .

In light of Giovanni Bellini’s other extant early 
works, a date around 1464 would fit logically 
with his evolution as an artist. For instance, there 
seems to be a natural continuity with the Carità 
triptychs, originally located in the areas of that 
church which today comprise part of the Gallerie 
dell’Accademia, where these altarpieces are now 
housed. The triptychs, which reveal little workshop 
participation and should be viewed as keystones of 
Giovanni Bellini’s career in the early 1460s, are not 
adequately taken into account in the scholarship 
on the artist. The Saint Sebastian Triptych originally 
decorated a chapel in the Carità; assigned to 
“Zacharia Vituri fu de Miser Benedicto” in 1460, 
this chapel’s pavement was completed in 1462, 
thereby providing a likely date for the triptych.26 
A two year gap between the Saint Sebastian Triptych 
and the Saint Vincent Ferrer Polyptych would seem to 
be confirmed by the related, but more sophisticated 
approach to Saint Sebastian’s anatomy in the latter 
altarpiece. 

The Carità Nativity Triptych was originally located 
in a little chapel which stood next to the entrance 
of the choir on the left (apresso la intrada nel choro de 
man senestra nel intrar). This chapel was conceded 
on 19 August 1461 to Andrea da Molin da San 
Gervaso in exchange for his renouncement of 
the chapel of Saint Ursula.27 On 13 October 
1462, it was decided that the expenses for the 
execution of the altarpiece should be assumed by 
Andrea da Molin himself and not by the friars. 
The execution of the Nativity Triptych must have 
followed shortly thereafter, probably dating to 
ca. 1462-1463. This proximity in date to the Saint 
Vincent Ferrer Polyptych is confirmed not only by the 
wonderful spot-light-like effects in the Nativity, so 
similar to those in the polyptych, but also by the 
nearly identical portrait-like quality of the faces 
of Saint Dominic and Saint Vincent Ferrer (f igs. 
12 & 13).28
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But how is it possible to explain the innovations of 
the Saint Vincent Ferrer Polyptych, in particular Bellini’s 
remarkable new approach to light and evolving 
chromatic range in the depiction of objects and 
flesh, combined with a certain metallic quality in 
the figures’ hair? “Echoes of Marco Zoppo” have 
rightly been detected in the altarpiece by Alessandro 
Conti.29 Marco Zoppo’s earliest documented link 
to Venice dates to 1463, when he executed the 
illuminations for Bartolomeo Sanvito’s edition of 
Cicero’s Epistolae ad Atticum, commissioned by the 

Fig. 12 / Giovanni Bellini, 

Saint Dominic (detail), 

Nativity Triptych, ca. 1462-

1463, panel, Venice, Gallerie 

dell’Accademia.

Fig. 13 / Giovanni Bellini, Saint 

Vincent Ferrer (detail), Saint 

Vincent Ferrer Polyptych, ca. 

1464, panel, Venice, Santi 

Giovanni e Paolo.

Venetian Marcantonio Morosini.30 The Saint Vincent 
Ferrer Polyptych might be understood as an immediate 
reaction to this new, stimulating artistic presence in 
town, which seems to have helped Bellini to take his 
distance, radically and decisively from Mantegna, 
who since 1460 was at the Mantuan court and who 
in 1464, the date proposed here for the Saint Vincent 
Ferrer Polyptych, was already navigating distant 
waters. In fact in September of that year he was 
pursuing his dream of antiquity on a boat on Lake 
Garda, dressed like an ancient Roman.
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